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Recall Distributed File Systems
● Distributed File System (Blob Store)
● Distributed Key-Value Store
● Distributed Relational Databases
We are going to learn their counterparts in cloud platform.
Blob Storage: Google Cloud Storage (GCS)
Google Cloud Storage provides world-wide storage service 
for unstructured data. Applications or end users could read 
and write data to GCS as normal file systems.

















○ Use for static websites
● Interaction with GCS
○ gsutil
Blob Storage: Google Cloud Storage (GCS)
Demo 1: Copy/Paste with gsutil
Demo 2: Static website with GCS
Practice: Use gsutil to interact with GCS. Create a small 
HTML file and upload it to GCS.
SQL Basics
SQL stands for Structured Query Language. It is the most 
common way to interact with relational databases.




○ (Other features omitted...)
● SQL has many different variants and implementations












○ CREATE DATABASE dbname
○ CREATE TABLE tablename (field1 type1, field2 type2)
● INSERT
○ INSERT INTO table (field1,field2) VALUES (val1, val2)
● DELETE
○ DROP TABLE tablename
○ DELETE FROM tablename WHERE ...
SQL Basics




Google Cloud SQL is a managed relational database 






● Two-Level access control





Demo: Setup Primary/Replica model in Google Cloud SQL.
Practice: Create your own Cloud SQL instance. Set up 
primary/replica model. Write to your primary db and read 
from replica db.
Google Cloud Spanner
Spanner is Google’s scalable, multi-version, globally 
distributed, and synchronously-replicated database. It is the 
first system to distribute data at global scale and support 
externally-consistent distributed transactions.[1]







● Global data replication






Google Cloud Datastore is a managed NoSQL database 










● Various limitation (replaced by Firestore)
○ Request Size
○ QPS
○ Number of Nested Entities
○ Index
Google Cloud Datastore
Demo: Tiny URL service with data storage.
Practice: Interact with Google Cloud Datastore via UI.
Readings
Spanner: Google’s Globally-Distributed Database. 
https://static.googleusercontent.com/media/research.google.com/en
//archive/spanner-osdi2012.pdf 
f4: Facebook’s Warm BLOB Storage System. 
https://www.usenix.org/system/files/conference/osdi14/osdi14-pape
r-muralidhar.pdf 
